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CENTURY SEVEN THE MISSING QUATRAINS AFTER NUMBER 42 

copy also in SIXAINES PART THREE 

 

f all the twelve centuries which we are aware of, the first ten were published in March 1555, with Century seven 

having only 42 quatrains published. It seems the rest were hidden within the walls of the home of Nostradamus. 

Variously counted as 51 or 58 found, with only a very small number remaining legible.   If the translations made   

here are the correct ones, then it is easy to see why these were hidden away. 

 

6  I00 IN  LATIN appeared amongst these “lost” quatrains 

Qui legent hosce versus, maturé censunte : 

Prophanum vulgus & inscium ne attrectato : 

Omnesque Astrologi, Blenni, Barbari procul sunto, 

Qui aliter faxit, is rité sacer esto. 

This quatrain appeared in the French in the Centuries and now here in the Latin 

Who may read these lines, to make active [activate] the centuries 
Profane vulgar and ignorant not to handle [not to touch]: 
And all astrologers, the addled, the barbarians[eg Hitler] be kept far away 
Grant who otherwise advances it to [use the] sacred rite.   (triple method) 

 “triple method” a cipher which appeared in Letter 32 to Hans Rosenberger. The cipher was indicating the three different ways of 
finding the keys to unlock the real meaning hidden in the words. These keys are the same which are shown in many vignettes – as 
a set of keys on a banner indicating to the decoder which key to use when deciphering that vignette or topic. The keys are the 
Vinca Runes, which include the runic skies; the Celtic Tree zodiac which includes colours and the Alchemye List which includes the 
decanates. The “codes within codes” which is to anagram the Capitalised words found in the quatrains, comes under the entire 
umbrella of anagrams. This is the reason many town names or personal names appear without a capital letter – because they are 
not to be coded. See the pdf forum TRIPLE METHOD  which describes how to interpret the quatrains.        It is NOT  a tripod! 
 

AUTRE QUATRAIN ~IN PART 

  Tirez de 12. Sous la Centurie septiesme  
  dont en ont testé rejectez 8. qui se sont 
  trouvez és Centuries precedentes. 

12 propel /move the seventh. [of twelve] reason for [foundation for] 
the Centurie of which 8 [planets] has been shifted [shuffled]  
who themselves are 
previous Centuries being come across  [found]   

septiesme: the seventh. Here, without the four lines to give indications, it can be taken to mean either Century 7 out of 12 
centuries (which there were) with Century 7 being moved/hidden (where these were found, in the wall of the home) With Century 
8 once having been there but having been re-moved. Or it can mean the 12 (the Anu with other Off Worlders mentioned in the 
hidden texts) moving the 7th planet (Earth) of which 8 planets were also previously moved. These would have included Pluto, 
because Nostradamus speaks of the “demotion” of Pluto using the words DISCREDIT OLD RULE PLUTO in 5 72 1. Currently there are 
considered to be eight true planets orbiting the sun. This does not include the four of the Nibiru solar system (with their “moons”) 
supposedly composed of seven all together. So this could also mean that the 12 (Anu) “propel” their “7” too! The last line fits in 
because of information from Jno Cook (guided there by Nostradamus) saying that the eighth planet (if including Pluto – of which 
Nostradamus does speak) would be Venus – a planet which was not always where it is according to Jno Cook... 
In our solar system currently there seems to be twelve true planets including those of Nibiru ~ excluding Pluto. 
precedentes: previously 
codes within codes from “CENTURIES” – from Nostradamus – why has no one seen this before? 
I SENT CURE (quatreins/hidden texts) INSERT CUE IT SECURE IN [the quatrains], IT CENSURE[d] SINCE [because it is] TRUE.  CITE RUNES’ 
INERT CUES:  RECITE SUN NEUTER SIC TENURE … RUE INSECT [Mantis] ERECT TEE [Ursa] IN U.S INCURS TUNES RICE … IS U.N. ERECT 
RICE -  NET [Zeta] CRUISE RECENT U.S. & I [Egypt] CURE U.S. IN NUT  IN  SET [Easter] CITE “N” SURE . I CURSE NET (“THEY LIE’ he said    
UNSET ERIC [the Red] URINE {Orion] SIC SECT CERES [Sirius] UNIT IT USE CERN ERECT SUN : CERN SUITE UNREST ICE.  ICE RENT U.S. 
I [Halloween] REIN [Auriga] RENT CENTRE, [America torn apart then] ICE (see ASSUMPTION PARISH LIQUATES) RE-ICES IN NUT CRUST NEE I  
CETUS E.T. [Tau Cetians Nordics, see 27 different Nordics in PESTILENCES)  ENSURE IT CURES U.S. ETC. RETUNES I [polestar] C [Ophiucus] 
a pun here, because Mira in Cetus is supposed to become the new polestar replacing Ophiucus!       C is also a date in Celtic Nut Tree 

SECRET UNI. (interdimensionals) CITE RE CERITE red SUN does “RE” mean ‘another’ sun  RUE NICE ST. (Sirius claiming to be the messiah) 

INSERT EUC (European Union Commonwealth? N.W.O.) IT SEC. RUNE the second rune is “U” Uruz –  Aries, the Aryan/SS alliance! Another 
pun because the sky runes are also the “second runes” after the Vinca in the hidden texts.    Thus saying  IT IS THE SS INSERT N.W.O 

RECITES U.N.  the SS are the U.N. 

“N” ASH  February 18 – March 17  May 25 to June 03  November 22 to December 01  

Hazelnut tree March 22 to March 31  (is Lunar key)  is  C:  Hazelnut  August 5 – September 1 

Hazelnut tree August 5 – September 1  and September 24 to October 03                           on a Wednesday 

Walnut tree    April 21 to April 30     Walnut tree October 24 to November 11  
“I” as a date is Yew Tree day – Halloween and the eve of winter solstice December 18 – 23        NEW EARTH CRUST 

This fits in with JAPAN DISAPPEARS in CAR which is the first ten days of Capricorn & the only date for CANIS  CANARY was “I” 

7 43 
Lors qu'on verra les deux licornes 
L'une baissant, l'autre abaissant, 
Monde au milieu, pillier aux bornes  (borne – to be carried/born) 
S'en fuira le neveu riant 

7 43  

Then one will see two unicorns,         (the vignettes have two) 
The one lifting, the other lowering,                    (the Earth) 
World in the middle, to turn [roll] to the limit 
The nephew [of En.lil  the YHWH] escapes  happy. 

The nephew is Nan.nar – Nanar of 8 85 

 

O 
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FALCON EAGLE means many things 

BOY/LAD/DAL…  

BLACK POPE 

URN BEHIND Aquarius cusp/coming 

into view 

CLOVEN HOOFED…. touching 

THIGH  can mean Scheat, Theta of Leo 

or Sagittarius 

RETICULI NET…  around his neck 

MONOCEROS  the unicorn 

Mon, MONOCEROTIS  

in Capricorn  
 

 

THIS UNICORN IS PISCES 

can represent Ash Tree 

CHRIST & CAPRICORN 

and Celtic Unicorn is 

JULY 8 to AUGUST 4 

The cross of “the crossing”  

with the 6 stars of Zeta Reticuli 

(Zeta Herculis is one) 

the prince wearing a “corona” or 

coronet 

the boy and the pope 

UNICORN is JOSEPH (Yuya)   

and wild oxen… Aldebaren with the 

dreaded artificial intelligence 
 

Job  39:9-10  "the unicorns"  TAURUS, MONOCEROS, BAND 

(PISCES) HERCULES 

Verse 8. The Septuagint for Reem has unicorn, the Vulgate, rhinoceros: but modern travellers say there is a large species 

of elk still called by the Arabs Reem. The one eyed Stag and the word “Deer” also mean in Capricorn 
 

6  22 

Dedans la terre du grand temple celique, 
Nepveu à Londres par paix faincte meurtri: 
La barque alors deviendra scismatique 
Liberte faincte sera au corn' & cri. 

Earth of great heavenly theatre within  
Nephew murdered at London through feigned peace: 
The Earth  will then become divided 
Sham liberty will be proclaimed everywhere at licornes. 
                     is this licorne ? unicorn ? 

Londres :  Sol rend older N-S… RO (Andromeda Council) Olden Rs lends En (Eridanus) Lord’s lens rod (he rod grey) ends rol[l] 
               L[a]nd rose   The « Olden Rs » are the Elders, and might be the Elohim. Licornes is a date 

4 67 4 Peu pluie, vent chault, guerres, incursions. 
UNLATCH YULE  SINCE PERNICIOUSNESS  

PLUS PULSES AUCH UNICORN (Capricorn) 

GUT IN PERCUSSION EVENT 

UNPERSPICUOUSY (unclearly) 

REURGE RESECURING HAUL    

RUNIC CHANT P E UP  

Little rain, hot wind, wars, incursions…..   [by Other Worlders 
the line before it says: Through secret fires a great place [sun] blazing 

with burning heat (NiBiru)       Solar Flares AUCH in France 

UNLATCH to release [Earth] unlock after PERNICIOUSNESS means 

destruction to cause death or serious injury; deadliness 

PERCUSSION EVENT the “bucking of the Earth” in other lines 

UNCLEARLY could mean not known, or invisible 

RESECURING HAUL UP This belongs to the P (Wunjo/joint gods) and E (Herculis Heroes)  who are moving the Earth 

 

9 78 2 Hereuse faicte de procs innumérable, 
COMENIUS INNUMERABLE SCIRON  

ELSEUUHERE UNICORN MARBLES {ascending 

SUPER CO-PRESIDENT MALHERBE  

COINCIDENT PREDICATE HERBAL  

PROCEEDS SIN UUHERE ABLE  

N CON SAFE  DECEIPT  

Made happy by countless suitors 
COMENIUS means a system of education SCIRON thieves… 

this is a reference to the False Rapture 

CO-PRESIDENT MALHERBE this means the likes of Monsanto 

PREDICATE To base or establish a premise, which is exactly 

what Monsanto does 

N those from Eridanus CON (they are behind the U.N. too) 
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ASH THE CELTIC PISCES, THE UNICORN, and can mean in Capricorn too 

PISCES, THE UNICORN = (February 18 - March 17) and Celtic Unicorn July 8 – August 4 in CANCER 

Folk or Common names: Ash, Common Ash, Unicorn Tree, Guardian Tree       N is also Ash Tree 

The Ash is often called The Unicorn Tree, because unicorns are supposed to be fond of the tree. To catch a glimpse of a unicorn, carry 

Ash wood or leaves. Whenever you need to harvest a piece or part of an Ash tree, remember to ask the tree if it will allow you to take 

a branch or other part and be sure to leave the tree an offering of thanks when you are done.  

JULY 8 - AUGUST 4 YULE HOLLY CANCER LATE  JUNE LETTER: T 

CHARIOT WHEEL OF LIFE   EARTH MARE- CAT -UNICORN TUESDAY 
 

 

UNICORN: To many New Agers, it means power, purification, healing, wisdom, self-knowledge, renewal and 

eternal life. Origin: In the 4th century BC, Greek historian Ctesias told about a wild animal with healing powers 

and a spiral horn on its forehead. Medieval myths suggested it could only be caught with help from a virgin 

who would befriend it. 

Refers to Capricorn 

 

7 44 
Alors qu'un bour fera fort bon, 
Portant en soy les marques de justice,           
                                                              marques/Marcabians 
De son sang lots portant son nom 
Par fuite injuste recevra son supplice. 
 

Then that one shockwave will be really strong,   (Earth bucks) 
Lifting (Earth) themselves by the marquis of impartiality  OR 

Upraising (Earth) themselves by the hands [Leo] of charity 
Of his/its bloodline destined carrying his/its name 
(Earth) Evading because of its adulterous torment arriving 

The solar flares – apparently which were sent 

Portant -  English: 
slinging - bearing wall - close range - helmeted - lifting body - load bearing – supporting - outrigger - carrying – healthy 

En:  English: 
by - in - into - it - made of - of - once - to - with - a la mode - a little early - a novice at - a thing for - a three-dimensional - abaft - 
ablaze - able-bodied - abloom - about - above - abseil - abuzz - according - according to - according to rule - accordingly - accounting 
for - across - across from - act as - act of faith - act on - acted upon - action-packed - actually - ad infinitum - additional - address - 
admittedly - admitting  

justice fairness   Synonyms:  
candor, charitableness, charity, civility, consideration, courtesy, decency, decorum, disinterestedness, due, duty, equitableness, equity, 
exactitude, fair shake, fair-mindedness, give and take, good faith, goodness, honesty, honor, humanity, impartiality, integrity, justness, 
legitimacy, moderation, open-mindedness, propriety, rationality, reasonableness, right, righteousness, rightfulness, rightness, seemliness, 
square deal, suitability, tolerance, truth, uprightness, veracity  

'marques' found in these entries    English: 
mark - markings - bear marks - makes of - noninflected - Patent and Trademark attorney – model – trace – scars – hand[fig.] 

hands [Leo] of charity – where “hands” in the Alchemye list means those from Leo – in this case, the benevolent ones  OR 

marques/Marcabians – throughout the hidden texts, those from Markab in the “shoulder” of Pegasus are questionable, being 

in a treaty with the American military currently… these are the Grayles, the tall silver greys.  Generally termed “mercenaries” 
by Nostradamus, they are here for their own agenda. Towards humans they would be considered “impartial” – meaning they 
don’t care either way since it is the Earth which they are concerned for. 

'lots' found in these entries English: 
batch – bundle - batch input - batch processing - in lots - premium bond – prize – lot[fate] – bunch/crowd  

fuite  English: 
drain - chase - creepage (distance) - defection - escapism - flee - focal point - getaway - hit and run - light leak - make off 
with - memory leak - on the lam - on the run - press leak - put to flight - roof leak - scare away - scare off - stampede - 
take flight - trailing edge - vanishing point - evading 

'supplice.' found in these entries  English: 
ordeal - put on the rack - tantalization - tantalizer - torture - water torture - torment 

 recevra  receiving – [to]land (Vb) – admission – to be admitted – accept – to get – obtain 
  7 73 
Renfort de sieges manubis & maniples     seat is Scheat in Pegasus 
Changez le sacre & passe sur le prosne,        the pope changes 
Prins & captifs n'arreste les prez triples 
Plus par fonds mis, eslevé, mis au trosne. put downwards, put up 

Reinforcement from seats [Pegasus] plunder and profits 

The holy one changes [alters] and the pass  over sermon, 

And captives  taken it does not stop the three fields [Pegasus] 
Put in the uttermost depths (Earth), raised, put to the throne   
throne is two things here -  ‘positioned above’ and in Libra 
Three fields of Pegasus are the Marcabians, Scheat & Square 

manibus: is how this word is spelled. There is a reason the word has been spelled manubis. In the hidden texts Nostradamus said to 
take hints from the French words as guidance to his intention. Breaking Manubis down into M Anubis gives us “Orion is An.ubis” 
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7 80 

 L'occident libres les Isles Britanniques 
Le recogneu passer le bas, puis haut 
Ne content triste Rebel. corfs. Escotiques 
Puis rebeller par plus & par nuict chaut. 

 

The west free the British Isles 

The recognized one to pass low, then high   (Earth or NiBiru) 

Discontented sad Rebel.  Scottish  corsairs.     see Reb Scotland 

Then to rebel much more and by hot  night.     (Grand pulsed) 

IslesBritanniques inquire beans list. Beans are “pulses” – this is telling all of us to go back to the GRAND PULSE  forum 
RebelEscotiques  queer bite closes beer, quotes slice [in] beer. Bite is core’s sequel (volcanic activity)   See oblique crest     
Queer slice would be the big eclipse of the sack cloth in ‘brew’ date May 13 – June 9 the same date as “owl” inside the empty spoke 
free wheel in the vignettes of Cesar de Notredame. The “oblique crest”: would be the north pole lying sideways CLEESE’S QUIET ROB 
here is a chain references to the movie made by John Cleese called FIERCE CREATURES  which is a direct warning  (from Da Vinci 
too) about the False Rapture. All throughout the forums we have been told that the False Rapture will occur during a major event 
 

10 66 

            Le chef de Londres par regne l'Americh, 
L'Isle de l'Escosse tempiera par gellee: 
Roi Reb auront un si faux antechrist, 
Que les mettra trestous dans la meslee. 

 
LORD is gold MINE CHASER from LondresAmerich is EN.KI 
The chief of London by American reign, 
The Isle of Scotland will be tried by ice 
King and Reb will face an antichrist so false, 
That he will place them in the conflict all together. 

LondresAmerich Horns [Erid.anus] reclaimed (Earth) is more chandler, Shield O romancer On research milder, declines harm 

RELIED LORD MONARCHS HERALDIC SERMON ENRICHES MA [Libra] HARM DONE in RELICS (Nov 25 – Dec 22 : 
which happens to be the 2012.9 of Tom Horn as well as the ‘horse’ date. And the ARA date. Heraldic Sermons are the quatreins 
chandler   A dealer in supplies and equipment for ships and boats. The alchemye list name for the Earth is « barque » or ship 

Shield is Saturn, supposedly to be one of our new suns. ‘O’ is referring to the new orbit. Nibiru seems to be the planet disturber 

SO FAR WE HAVE THREE EVENTS – May 13 – June 9, the Libra event and UNLATCH in YULE.  
Roi Reb  IRE RIB BIREO R ORB ROB [ROE] ORE RIB O'ER RIO those from Rib [Theta] are the shapeshifters (including the craft, 
sometimes seen as a jellyfish) Those from Bireo the Beak of Cygnus are R – Draco. Orbs robbing roe (foetus) in Ore (Pisces) 
 

7 81 or  82 
La stratageme simulte sera rare 
La mort en voye rebelle par contrée, 
Par le retour du voyage Barbare 
Exalteront la protestante entrée. 

7 82  or  81 

The rare simulated strategy                           (shape shifting)   
The death en route [by contrary] rebellion: 
On the return voyage from Afghanistan/Turkey 
They will exalt the protestant (Scottish) entry. 

Barbare  bear (Ursa) are abbr. meaning Ursa Minor … bar (in Cancer) Ursa Minor has the Polestar, being “abbreviated” in Cancer 
This is what the vignette is saying with the lobster/cray (crab-Cancer)  holding a swirling thing between its claws 
 7 83. 
Vent chaut, Conseil pleurs, timidité,  (fearful) 
De nuict au lit assailly sans les armes, 
D'oppression grande calamité, 
L'Epitalame converty pleurs & larmes. 

7 83 

Hot wind, council’s tears, timidity,                Andromeda Council? 
By night in bed assailed without arms:     goes with lock not picked 
Great calamity from oppression,        Obama regime see SURSTYLE 
The wedding song converted, weeping and tears. 

Conseil: ON (Dagon Oannes) IS CLONE NICE SOL [Nibiru]SLICE IN CLOSE – SEC (second/secret)SIC LION INCLOSE: LIES CON NOEL 

(false rapture) SIC LEO, N (Erid.anu) NILE’S CO (the ancient Egyptian gods) CIEL SON (heaven’s son)  CL {clear} SONIC NOISE  EL - ONCE  
[after] ISL. (Earth)  ECOL  [ecology]  SIN   
L'Epitalame   METAL (see metal men in ICON ) A [Cassiopeia] , PILE [Pleiadians],  PALLIATE ME, IT PALE MALE (Tall White) MI LEAP, 
LATE (late in Scorpio) APE ILL MATE – Those from Sirius are the Apes (ahpees) APE EMIT ALL AMPLE TALE (such as SaLuSa)LEPT EMAIL 
LIP (lip service to Elohim) I’M PAL EL … EAT… LAP (orbit) ELM [September 2nd – 29] to I [Halloween] EAT (cannibals) IMPALE,  ATE 
 

24 1558 Ianuier. 
Puisné Roy fait funebre epithalame, 
Sacrez esmeus festins, ieux, soupi Mars: 
Nuit larme on crie. hors on conduit la Dame,      (Cassiopeia 

L'arrest & pache rompu de toutes pars. 

The young King makes a funeral wedding song, 
Holy one stirred up, feasts, of the said, Mars [March] dormant: 
Night tears they cry, they steer the lady beyond, 
The arrest [of Earth] and peace broken on all sides. 

RoyMarsDame  sorry Madame - made marry [in] Os (Capricorn/Noel) is more drama Oar mermaids (golden Oar league) 
1)The Bride of Christ or bride, the Lamb's wife is a term used in reference to a group of related verses in the Bible—in the Gospels, Revelation, the Epistles and 
related verses in the Old Testament. Sometimes the Bride is implied through calling Jesus a Bridegroom. For over fifteen hundred years the Church was 
identified as the bride betrothed to Christ. However, there are instances where the interpretation of the usage of bride varies from Church to Church.          
The majority believe it always refers to the Church. Other beliefs include a "Heavenly Mother"[1] or The 144,000 anointed elect OR  Bride of Christ is another 
God hidden in the parables of Jesus Christ, not to be revealed until the last day. Pointing to the fact the Bride gives the water of life in Revelation 22:17 and that 
because John 4:10-14 explains that water of life is eternal life, only God can give eternal life. Also, in Jeremiah 2:13 and Revelation 21:6, it is written that God said 
that he is the source of living water.             Wiki  
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2)It has been ingrained in the people, perhaps from birth, that the “bride is the church” or that “we (Christians) are the bride.” Christians hold to the 

“bride is the church” so strongly that even when they are shown evidence through the Bible that the bride in Revelation is not the church, they fail to 

believe it. 

Let’s take a look at the Bible to see what it says concerning the bride. (Revelation 22:17). When we read this verse we see that the bride is calling someone 

to “come” and receive water of life. Let’s look at this verse from an objective point of view, as though we are reading it for the first time. Let’s see if the 

bride that gives water of life is the church. (Revelation 21:9-10). The bride is the wife of the Lamb, the Holy City Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven 

from God. After reading these two verses do you still think that the bride is the church? The Bible clearly says that the bride is coming down out of 

heaven. Do you think the church is coming down out of heaven? Are we coming down out of heaven to give ourselves the water of life? Please 

understand. Who is the Holy City Jerusalem that is coming down out of Heaven? (Galatians 4:26). Our Mother is coming down out of heaven. Our 

Father’s Bride is Our Mother! Our Father and Mother give us water of life! If we hold to the “bride is the church” or “we are the bride” too strongly,   

then we will fail to meet God who is calling the people to “come.”                                               www.christahnsahnghong.com/.../bride-revelation- 

 

39 1559 May. (14th ?)  
Par le despit nopces, epithalame. 
Par les trois parts rouges, rasez partis. 
Au jeune noir remis par flamme l'ame. 
Au grand Neptune Ogmius converti. 

 
Nuptials through spite, wedding song 
For the three [triad] parts reds, [Leos] shaven ones [greys] divided: 
To the young black/king [Sirius] through fire the soul is restored. 
Ogmios [Hercules] converted  [Earth] towards the great Neptune . 
  

NeptuneOgmius  gone up in minutes onus meeting gnomes unite up goes to input menu to sum up engine impute sun gone 

Where the « engine » is the Great Wheel of Precession which takes almost 26,000 years to complete a cycle, where it seems that 
every 13,000 years (give or take) a major event happens to Earth 

65 ter 1561 December 11. 

D'opression grande calamite', 
L'epithalame convertit pleurs & larmes. 
Vent chauds, conseil, poeur & timidite'.   HOT SOLAR WINDS 

De nuit au lit assailli sans les armes. 

Of dire oppression great calamity, 
The wedding song turned into tears and cries.                     
Hot winds, counsel, fearful and nervous                      (counsel from FEMA? 
At night in bed, unarmed, surprise attack             (by the ocean in other lines 

and “lock not picked” 
 

2: 54. 
Because of people strange, and distant from the Romans 
Their great city much troubled after water: 
Daughter handless, domain too different,         (handless, without leo) 
‘daughter’  is Andromeda who are inter dimensional 
Chief taken, lock not having been picked.                      (by aliens) 

1:33 4 Par effroy portes luy seront reserees                      
Through fear the [stage] gates will be unlocked for him 
SURSTYLE  NORSE  (shape shifter Nordics) 
FEAR  REENTERS   
PARSE  POETRY (break up the verses  
TREES (Celtic zodiac)  SURELY OFFER   

SURSTYLE  To view with a scrutinizing eye  SUR over, upon, above, beyond: surface  STYLE  saying on the surface looks like a 

NORSE/NORDIC – see the different NORDICS  in  PESTILENCES & RADIATION.  These are the Aryan Nordics of Antarctica, Obama SS 

 

30 bis 1558 Septembre. 

Fait descouvert,pris captif, mer passer. 
Paix, non paix, traite rompue, non mariage. 
Camp, cite' neuve, my-laine fort dresser. 
La pointe & corne courra sur au forrage. 
                    corne – see unicorn   see wedding  in 7 83  

The deed discovered, captured, sent abroad.         (steering beyond) 
A peaceless peace, pact broken, marriage nil. 
At Naples and Milan they'll rise and kill.            cite' neuve –New York 
Horn, (Eridanu) hoof (Pegasus) go out to pasture on the sward. 

 
eldar.cz/paranormal/centurie/c-vii.htm       
www.propheties.it/settimacenturia.htm    
www.sacred-texts.com/nos/mrg/nosmrg07.htm 

 
 

AUTRES QUATRAINS 

  Tirez de 12. Sous la Centurie septiesme  
  dont en ont testé rejectez 8. qui se sont 
  trouvez és Centuries precedentes. 

12 propel /move the seventh. [of twelve] reason for 
[foundation for] the Centurie     
of which 8. has been shifted who themselves are 
come across  [found]  being  Centuries beforehand 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/nos/mrg/nosmrg07.htm
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27) continued from ASSUMPTION PARISH LIQUATES 

 
27) continued from ASSUMPTION PARISH LIQUATES 

– “Psys” come from another galaxy beyond the Milky Way Galaxy. USAF source doesn't know much about them 

physically or otherwise, except they landed in Ellicott, Colorado, on October 8, 1983.    What happened?  

– No details.  

– The Psys also landed at Wamaru, (Woomera) Australia. And the Psys might have been involved with Bentwaters, 

England, events in December 1980? 

– MJ-12 does not trust the Psys.  

– “EBENs” (extraterrestrial biological entities), also referred to as “Miecon.” The EBENs were involved with Ezekiel, Fatima, 

Christ and other religious events on Earth in an effort to reduce human violence and homogenize human thinking where 

religious events occurred.  (So they say) 

– “Bowlas,” are 2-foot-tall with pointed ears and big eyes. Scary-looking, but actually mean no harm. From a planet 

relatively close to our solar system - Alpha Centauri? These were involved in the Hopkinsville, Kentucky, encounter on 

August 21, 1955. 
 

[ Editor's Note:  Wikipedia - “Alpha Centauri is the closest star system to the Solar System, being only 1.34 

parsecs, or 4.37 light years away from our Sun. It's the brightest star in the southern constellation of Centaurus 

and an established binary star system, Alpha Centauri A and B.” Linda Moulton Howe] 
 

“Terains” and “Mongols,” are the Oriental-looking Men In Black (MIBs) from another galaxy that have some kind of alliance 

with the Psys.  

– “Cliys,” mechanical, skeletal, tall, 6 - 7 feet, from about 60 light-years from our solar system, more intelligent and more 

powerful than Iconlas? There is a pecking order Out There.  

– “Decons,” involved in the Betty and Barney case, 1961, White Mountains of New Hampshire.  

Ebe 2 said the EBENs knew about fifty* other non-human types in this particular universe, implying the EBENs have 

knowledge of other universes and other intelligences in those other universes. Strangely, the USAF officer did not know 

anything about tall humanoid reptilian types that have been encountered by many eyewitnesses, even at noon outdoors on 

a sunny day.  
Bhutan is a land-locked country in the eastern Himalaya  

Mountains. China is to the north and India to the south.  

MJ-12 sent investigators to Bhutan because the country's human blood line is linked to EBEN manipulation of DNA in the 

Himalayas. Bhutan covers about 16,000 square miles in the eastern Himalaya Mountains between Tibet and India. Its 

capital is Thimphu. It was one of the most isolated countries on Earth until the early 1960s because the best road into 

Bhutan was through the Chumbi Valley and the Natu La pass in Tibet. It required several days of difficult travel. As late as 

the middle of the 20th Century, most Bhutanese (Druk Yul or Land of the Thunder Dragon) lived and worked as they had 

for centuries. 

According to the USAF officer, the Bhutanese DNA experimentation by the EBENs produced the Mayan culture that was 

transported by aerial craft to the what is known in the modern world as the Yucatan Peninsula region (and beyond in 

Guatemala, Belize and Mexico, El Salvador and western Honduras.) Recent discoveries of Maya occupation at Cuello in 

Belize have been carbon dated to around 2600 BC. This level of occupation included monumental structures. The Maya 

calendar, which is based around the so-called Mesoamerican Long Count calendar, commences on a date equivalent to 11 

August, 3114 BC., or nearly 5,125 years ago. 

According to the USAF officer, the EBENs removed most of the Mayan “experiment” around 850  A. D.         But to 

where? Another planet? Another galaxy? Another time line? Another dimension? And why?  
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Few races today have actually remained as pure genetic stock, with the exception of two races which the Andromedans 

say are really genetically clean. That is the Reptilians from Alpha Draconis, and the other is what we call, or know as the 

Elohim, which are a very ancient race of humans who survived Lyra.                    

All other races are a varied degree of hybrid or mixture of races of different genetic stock.   

According to the Andromedans, the Greys are training us to fight their war against the Draconians  Just like when our 

military sends in the infantry and marines, those implanted will be the first ones on the beach At the same time they are 

still going about preparing the earth for its new owners. Apparently, the Greys are going to make this attempt, but the 

inevitable truth is that the Reptilians from Alpha Draconis are on their way here now.  And this has very serious 

implications for us. We have boxed ourselves into a corner and the only way we can change the outcome is that we have 

to consciously become aware of what our world is really about, what's really going on here.  

Kesara 

*about fifty… quite so… in the Quran QUARAN … there are 84, with 33 “working” for the other 51 

 

A PREDICTION FOR THE FUTURE FROM THE HOUSE OF DAVID ( ALSO SEE ZETATALK PROPHECIES [NOT] see at end ) 
Between now and 2009 AD, our planet will have a 70 degree pole shift.  
 

In the next 10 years, these are the changes we'll be witness to:  
1. We will all become telepathic.  
2. The Andromedan Council has ordered all extraterrestrial presences on the planet, in the planet, and on the moon 
to be completely out of our space. They want everything that's ET, benevolent or not, off the planet. This will be 
very interesting since there are over 1,833 reptilians living in our planet and over 18,000 greys living underground and 
on the moon. The council would like to see how we will live with each other when we are not being manipulated by 
ETs,  as we have been for the last 5,723+  years.  
 
 

The following article describes how Jim Sparks asked the Dagon to reveal to him their real countenances… 

thus displaying that they do have compassion or empathy… 

 

http://www.nexusmagazine.com/articles/jimsparx.html 
 
Meetings with Remarkable Aliens. Jim Sparks describes his life changing encounter with reptoid aliens, whose 
message for saving planet Earth may veil their true intentions. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Extracted from Nexus Magazine, Volume 7, Number 2 (February-March 2000). 
PO Box 30, Mapleton Qld 4560 Australia. editor@nexusmagazine.com 
Telephone: +61 (0)7 5442 9280; Fax: +61 (0)7 5442 9381 
Taken from our web page at: http://www.nexusmagazine.com 
 
Extracted from Chapter 3 of Glimpses of Other Realities - Vol. II 
By Linda Moulton Howe © 1998 
PO Box 300 
Jamison, PA 18929-0300, USA 
Fax: +1 (215) 491 9842 
E-mail:   earthfiles@earthfiles.com 
Website: http://www.earthfiles.com 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Higher intelligence takes advantage of, and uses, lower intelligence sort of the way we humans use cattle. And 
with the privilege of use, comes the responsibility of caring. A farmer tends to his animals by feeding them and 
taking care of their medical needs. If the pasture became contaminated, the farmer would be the first to protect 
his investments. 
 
- Jim Sparks, Abductee, 1996 Fort Myers Beach, Florida, USA 
 
In 1995, I met a man named Jim Sparks who says he has had completely conscious encounters with "small, grey, 
drone worker types; taller true aliens or supervisors; and tall reptoids with big, human shaped bodies covered 
with scaly, reptile skin". Sparks sees himself as an interpreter or translator or at least an elementary grade 
student in an alien "school". He says he has been forced to learn English letter and number equivalents to alien 
symbols. 
Jim Sparks permitted me to tape record hours of our discussions about his experiences. This chapter emerged 
from those conversations and his efforts to visualise and write down what has happened for his own book 
manuscript.

1
 

http://www.nexusmagazine.com/articles/jimsparx.html
http://www.earthfiles.com/
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After eight years "of being close enough to breathe their rotten egg smelling skin", Sparks thinks he has some 
insights into the alien agenda, but admits he has "a thousand more questions than answers". He is frustrated 
that he cannot prove his contacts with alien beings. 
 
Sparks was born to Italian parents on November 15, 1954. The formal name on his birth certificate is Vincent 
Sparacino. He grew up in southern Florida, graduated from high school and spent a couple of years in a local 
college studying real estate. He moved on to Houston, Texas, in 1979, and then to North Carolina where he 
purchased raw land and divided lots for housing construction, but always felt a strong need to preserve the trees 
at his developments. Happy, married and thriving, by 1988 at age thirty four, Sparks suddenly came face to face 
with other beings from other worlds. 
 
Sparks at first thought he had lost his mind. He says he was kept totally conscious through most of the 
interactions, including the agony of being "pulled" from his bed at night to a craft. 
 
"I'm usually pulled the same way, which I call the 'hard way', and it's completely physical. My whole body is 
taken. The first thing I hear is a low pitched, whirling sound in my head, like a whip going around in the air. This 
is usually after I go to bed and am asleep. Normally for me, it's 3.30 am in the early morning. I don't know why. I 
wake up from my natural sleep, and then there's the whirling sensation in the pit of my stomach and it feels like 
it's coming up into my chest. When it gets up to my heart area, my heart starts beating fast, just racing in my 
head and the whirling sound starts picking up rpm and is tremendously loud. It starts low and rises in pitch and 
screams in your head. The fear is like you're going to die.  
Your heart is racing a million miles an hour and then you get this acceleration feeling, but I always feel like I'm 
being pulled down; I never feel like I'm being pulled up. It's like I go down a rollercoaster, only a hundred times 
faster and whoom, you black out and you're there, wherever it is you're going to be, usually on 
board a craft."  
 
Sparks told me why he thinks that most of the time he is actually "pulled" physically from bed and literally 
moved through the walls or ceiling as other abductees have also described. 
 
"It's their technology. I know the aliens rely heavily on a created field. This field produces several things: the 
ability to be invisible, the ability to work in one dimension and be partially in another and the ability to move us 
poor humans through solid matter. 
 
"How exactly it works, I don't know. But I know it's a field. When the field is in action, you can feel it, you can 
sense it; you almost feel like you are a magnet or static electricity. It takes a wall as you would normally see it 
and makes it transparent. You walk right through it. So, it's a field that somehow separates molecules, changes 
your physiology when you're in it." 
 
I asked Sparks if he has been awake and conscious while actually seeing doors and walls become transparent. 
 
"Only rarely. And it freaked me out. Most of the time I black out before that moment and then I'm on board the 
craft. I know this all sounds weird as hell, but I'm doing the best I can under very bizarre circumstances not to be 
scared to death, not to be intimidated, and to figure out what these bastards are up to. And I know that their 
technology renders different ways of transport and one is the 'hard way' and I'm there in the flesh, not out of 
body!" 
 
In early 1995, Jim Sparks had an abduction experience that changed him forever, he says and left him obsessed 
with saving the rainforests and stopping the human slashing and burning by fire that is destroying them. This 
experience, excerpted here with Jim's permission, is puzzling because yet another alien type is introduced. 
These reptilian entities also provoke questions about a possible connection to viper references in Enoch of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls and the Book of Genesis in the Bible. 
 
Jim Sparks' encounter with reptilian humanoids, their warning and possible agenda, follows: 
 
"The pulling started the usual way with a low pitched, whirling sound only this time, it didn't speed up as fast or 
get as loud and it was more gentle. I was paralysed again, but I momentarily regained consciousness before the 
final transport sequence was complete and I could see where I was going. That was a first! 
 
"As my eyes opened, I saw that I was at least a thousand feet above the ground and slowly descending. Below 
me was an abandoned carnival park. I was floating over a large, old fashioned wooden rollercoaster and I wasn't 
scared! I was calm and relaxed, and the ride was so gentle I was actually enjoying it. 
"When I was twenty or thirty feet from the ground, I started to slowly rock back and forth several times like a 
pendulum almost like I was being guided to a target and this was the final adjustment. Then I saw the profiles of 
about a dozen large creatures standing in a semi circle. Although it was night, I could make out the shapes of 
their body size and they were large, even by human standards. A few inches front the ground, I blacked out. 
 
"As I began to regain consciousness, I was standing and heard telepathically, loud and clear: 
 
'We would have given it to you, but we knew it wouldn't have meant anything unless you earned it.  
It was the only way you could possibly understand what you have been a part of and what you have to do.' 
 
"I now know the 'it' was knowledge. I was clear headed and wide awake conscious. There were twelve large, 
humanoid creatures standing in almost a complete circle in which I was a part. The creatures appeared to be at 
least six feet tall. All of them had their heads turned towards the alien who was standing to my immediate left. 
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"The only apparent light source was on the face of this creature, like a hologram of a human face superimposed 
and glowing over the alien's face [Howe's emphasis]. It was radiating light and this was done to disguise his true 
appearance. He had done this to make me feel less apprehensive. The creatures didn't take into consideration 
that as this holographic face spoke and moved its lips, there was no audible sound. 
 
"The voice being communicated telepathically was out of sync with the lips! Plus, the face was obviously a 
hologram because it was slightly off centre from the body. But it worked, nonetheless, because I wasn't scared.  
 
"As the reptoids transmitted telepathically, I noticed that each alien seemed to be concentrating its thoughts to 
the creature on my left. One thing for sure: they were of one mind and it said: 
 
'There are some things you need to understand. Yes, it's true that we have been in contact with your government 
leaders and heads of power. It is also true that agreements have been made and kept secret from your people. It 
is also true that, in the past, some of your people have lost their lives or have 
been badly hurt to protect this secret. Our hands had no part in this. 
 
'We contacted your leaders because your planet is in grave trouble. Your leaders said the vast majority of your 
population wasn't ready for anything like us yet, so we made time agreements with your leaders as to when your 
people would be made aware of our presence. This part of the agreement has not at all been kept. 
 
'It was also agreed that, in the meantime, steps would be taken to correct the environmental condition of your 
planet with our advice and technology. We say advice, because we respect the fact that this is your planet, not 
ours. Your government also broke this agreement.' 
 
"I felt an awful emotion of abandonment from these aliens. They are different. I never sensed true emotion from 
the other aliens before. But the feeling wasn't at all good. It felt like great loss. I couldn't help asking, 'You aren't 
giving up on us, are you?' 
 
"There was a long pause of silence and I had a strong feeling of tremendous loss. So I asked again,  
'Well, are you?' There was another long pause. 
 
"Then finally: 
 
'No. We are now concentrating our energy on the average person. Your air and your water are contaminated. 
Your forests, jungles, trees and plant life are dying. There are several breaks in your food chain. You have an 
amount of nuclear and biological weapons which include nuclear and biological contamination. Your planet is 
overpopulated. Warning: It is almost to the point of being too late unless your people act now. There are better 
ways of deriving your energy and food needs without causing your planet any damage.  
Those in power are aware of this and have the capability to put these methods into worldwide use.' 
 
"I asked, 'Why aren't we doing it now?' There was silence and the whole thing was so strange because I could 
see that the whole group was thinking and speaking its mind at one time. It felt good because I was a participant 
in an honest to goodness meeting! The best part was that for the first time I was getting direct answers to my 
questions. 'Why aren't we putting these new methods into use now?' 
 
'Those in power view it [technology for clean energy and abundant food] as a military and security threat.' 
 
"Then I got angry as hell and said, 'You mean to tell me our people in power have the ability to save and better 
this planet and they aren't doing it?' The thought that technology was being held back from the public because 
of paranoia and greed outraged me and the aliens saw my anger. But was it true! 
'Amnesty.' 
 
"What do you mean?" 
'Complete amnesty. To those in power, the governments and the leaders who have been suppressing the truth. 
They can't be held liable for any past wrong deeds. It is the only way these leaders can come forward with the 
truth. It is necessary that you do this in order to work together and survive.' 
 
"There was silence for a while, as if they wanted me to think about what was just said. This was a hard truth to 
swallow. If anybody had a good reason to hate their government for covering up this information, it was me and 
others like me. Most abductees still consider themselves victims who constantly suffer ridicule. When your own 
government's policy is to say 'You're just plain crazy', it only deepens the pain. 
 
"But this is a time when intelligence should rule over emotions. So I asked, 'How do I fit in all this? What can I 
possibly do?' 
 
'What you are doing already. We will share much more knowledge with you in the future. Although you 
understand a lot, we will show you much more. Continue to work with people that come to you. We are aware of 
the small groups that are forming around the world. These are people who are prepared to learn and we consider 
them the core. Most important is the condition of your planet. The first step in solving this serious problem is 
amnesty. We have advice. You will receive more knowledge in the near future.' 
 
"As this was going on, it started to rain. I mean, it was pouring! The creatures didn't even budge or try to get out 
from under it. They didn't have to: we weren't getting wet. Although we were standing completely outdoors with 
no roof, not one drop of rain touched us. I guess we were being protected by some sort of electric field. I could 
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hear drops as they fell, but there was a clear, detectable line [around us] between rainfall and no rainfall. Then 
they said: 
 
'It's time to go.' 
 
"A thought flashed into my mind. 'Wait, please! I have a request. I want to see what you look like.' 
 I'll never forget their response as long as I live: 
 
'It will strike fear in your heart.' 
 
"I answered, 'It won't scare me so much if you don't stand there and stare at me. It would help if you would just 
wave at me. Just don't stare. Promise me you'll wave.' 
 
"Now I can't believe how stupid that request was. I had, in the flesh, face to face, probably some of the most 
intelligent creatures from the far reaches of the galaxy, with answers that have been plaguing mankind since the 
dawn of time. And what did I say? 'Could you wave at me?' 
 
"The strangest thing started to take place. A spinning white light with a hint of green began to radiate over their 
faces and upper bodies, all dozen of them. The intensity of the light slowly got brighter and it was radiating from 
no direct or detectable source. I could see they were huge. Their upper torso was strong, with huge shoulders 
and a thick, strong neck like football linebackers.  
As the light became brighter and details clearer, fear and shock zapped through me. 
 
"I said, 'You have scales!' Their faces looked like a cross between a lizard and a snake nothing at all like the little 
grey guys. Their eyes were small like ours, only diamond shaped and the pupils were a red colour. Their heads 
were in normal proportion with their bodies, but bigger than ours. The skull looked like their brains stuck out 
over their foreheads, covered by skin. This feature was slightly different among all dozen of them. 
 
"I said in a scared whimper, 'You promised to wave.' And each and every one of them slowly lifted their arms and 
waved in front of their faces. Their hands were huge with thick, club like fingers, too thick to work fine 
instruments. But you have to keep in mind that their technology is thought activated. 
 
"I stood there and stared at them for a while in silence, absorbing this spectacular sight. Their message kept 
running through my mind. I was sure that my country has been involved with aliens. Most Americans believe 
there's been a cover up. But what really got to me was the message about the poor condition of our planet! Then 
I felt the acceleration pull and blacked out. 
 
"I understood better their nature and agenda. They are neither benevolent nor evil. They have been among us in 
secret for thousands of years, maybe longer. But the length of time isn't as much the issue as why they have 
been among us. I believe they have been farming us for raw materials. 
 
"We humans have been a self perpetuating crop, a crop that doesn't need much tending and continues to 
reproduce, at least up to now and all the Earth problems. Thank goodness they don't kill us; they just use us. 
This system has worked well for the aliens for a long time. But now there's a problem and their investment is in 
trouble. They have spent a lot of time, travel and effort to farm us.  
But we are on an almost irreversible path of self destruction.  
Nuclear and biological weapons and their waste have polluted the air, land and water. Forests, jungles and trees 
are being cut down or are dying. Now there are breakdowns in the food chain and the rest of the food chain is 
contaminated. Over population, disease and viruses beyond our grasp, with new and more complicated illnesses 
cropping up every day. These are just a few of the problems we humans have created. 
 
"Most of us are blind or numb to this reality because we can still go to the grocer and buy food. We can go to 
work and back and not see this death and dying. All seems almost normal. But if we environmentally destroy 
ourselves, the aliens still have an excellent insurance policy. They've been collecting seeds from plants, animals 
and humans. Through semen and ova extraction, the aliens can start us or other Earth life, all over again, here or 
somewhere else." 
Echoing the Jim Sparks experience, the major concern expressed by abductee Anna Hayes in Voyagers, The 
Sleeping Abductees 

2 
was competition and conflict among non human intelligences over Earth life and their 

employment of the same sophisticated technologies to manipulate, deceive and inspire. 
"Just as the original creators of the human prototype desired to see the fulfilment of our species as guardians of 
the Earth, there also exist forces of great power that do not wish this plan to succeed. If humans are able to fulfil 
their evolutionary blueprint, the Earth and many other reality fields will no longer be free for exploitation." 
Hayes stressed that if humans had truth about their extra-terrestrial genetic connection and understood how 
many outsiders have taken advantage of human ignorance and used sophisticated technologies to manipulate 
and deceive for their gain, the human family could change and evolve in strength, not weakness. 
 
In conversation, she told me: "Both negative and positive agendas are producing hybrids and androids and both 
sides are emphasising the need to save the Earth's environment for their various vested interests. Guardian 
aliens are promoting healing the planet, but the negative groups are also trying to 'help the planet' by offering 
new technologies so they can have a clean place to take over. I understand the negative ones have had time 
agreements with the US Government about introducing their species to humans. 
 
"Lately, I think the negative ones have told the government they will introduce themselves to the public if the 
government does not. So, the government is supposedly setting the stage to introduce the negative ones, and 
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the negative aliens are planning to help the government 'clear its reputation' by staging false events with 
holographic inserts. Human minds won't be able to tell what's real and what's not." 
 
Whatever we ultimately learn about the truth in these highly strange cases in which dire warnings are given to 
humans about the Earth's future, the fact is that, by the fall of 1997, Jim Sparks was still pretty much in the same 
place he had been after the carnival park meeting. He had no specific instructions 
about how to carry out his "mission" to save the environment and to move the US Government towards amnesty 
for all military and intelligence people who had signed oaths of secrecy about UFO related matters. 
 
However, Sparks had a night time visitation by one of the little grey "drones". He said he woke up and was 
conscious of "the little guy" standing at the foot of his bed. Then he got a clear mental picture of Rome burning 
and then a rainforest burning, along with the strong telepathic communication,  
"You must put out the fire!" 
 
Jim is confused about the association between Rome burning and the rainforest destruction, but says he wants 
to do something to save trees: 
 
"Linda, I need to get better known in order to have influence. I want to get to a situation where I can speak 
publicly so I can talk about the rainforest problems and other issues facing the Earth's environment." 
 
But meanwhile, Jim, every second of every day, the forests are on fire. 
 
"That's right." 
So what is being accomplished? Have you contacted groups that are already 
trying to save the rainforests and joined up with them? 
"No. I have always cared about what happens to the Earth, but I've never got myself involved with any groups. 
This is something new to me. What am I going to say? I'm being advised by ETs?" 
 
What details did the reptoids give about air and water damage? 
 
"They didn't give me exact details. They told me that we've got problems with the air and water and food chain. I 
was told [in March 1995] that we've got about a decade to turn this thing around. Not that the world will end. But 
there will be problems in reversing all the damage. And the reptoids said someone in political power already has 
this knowledge and technology and [they] are hoarding it for security and defence reasons. And probably for 
greed, too. 
 
"Those Black Budget Boys aren't coming forth with the truth because their asses are on the line. They've got all 
the secret organisations out there who have taken advantage of this knowledge while everything else goes to 
hell. That's why the amnesty thing makes sense. Then the BBB guys can tell the truth finally about alien contact, 
getting alien technology, making money from it and even maiming and killing people to protect that secret. With 
amnesty, they can come forward with the truth and won't be prosecuted." 
 
Jim, if there is urgency, why would the aliens go to you when you have no resources to make radical changes? 
 
"Maybe it isn't just Jim Sparks. It could be a million other abductees, too, for all I know. Maybe all of us are going 
to do something at the same time. It's a very complicated thing. I wish I had the power today to go down to South 
America and Malaysia and snuff the fires out. I don't. I know there are organisations like Greenpeace and the 
Sierra Club and Save the Rainforests, but have they stopped things, either?" 
 
Jim, what happens if there's no change in the status quo? 
 
"I think the aliens want to do this with our help. But if that doesn't work, I think they are going to intervene. They 
use a minimal amount of energy to get the most work done. I think that if they can interact with individuals on 
this planet, give advice, give technology, show ways of doing things that are 
better for survival, they'll do that first." 
 
But why? What's in it for the aliens? 
 
"The same thing they've been doing with us for the past several thousand years. 
 
Which is? 
"They farm us. They clone us. They make organs from us and all kinds of stuff. I'm not saying they are 
wonderful, benevolent beings coming down here to save the Earth. Bullshit! They have their own self interests." 
 
So, Jim, they want to preserve the Earth so they can continue to harvest DNA from certain bloodlines? 
 
"Yeah. I think the Earth will be fine, eventually. But humans might not be able to live on it.  

You need a certain percentage of oxygen to breathe." 
 

You mean the aliens are trying to get their 'crop' to stop self destructing, so they can keep harvesting what they 
need. 

 
"That's right. And remember, Linda, when this stuff started happening, I didn't ask for it. And not only did I not 

ask for it, I didn't want anything to do with it." 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Endnotes: 

1. Sparks, Jim, Star People, Outsiders - Us? Or Them?, 1996 (unpublished manuscript). 
2. Hayes, Anna, Voyagers, The Sleeping Abductees, Wild Flower Press, USA, 1998. 

 
Editor's Note: This text was extracted, with permission, from chapter 3 ("Other Beings, Other Worlds") of Linda Moulton 
Howe's book, Glimpses of Other Realities - Vol. II: High Strangeness (Paper Chase Press, USA, 1998, ISBN 1-879706-

78-4)   (see review in NEXUS 5/05). 
 

About the Author: Linda Moulton Howe is a graduate of Stanford University, USA, and has a Masters degree in 
communication. She is a science and environment reporter for radio and television, and reporter and editor on 

www.earthfiles.com and with Premiere Radio Networks. For the last seven years without interruption, she has reported 
news for both Coast to Coast AM with Art Bell and Dreamland on Sundays. 

 

  SUMMARY OF ZETA PROPHECIES WHICH HAVE FAILED 

   

“THIS IS NOT ABOUT EGO, THIS IS ABOUT TRUTH” Dr Martin Elvis –  

who advocates the ZETAS 

 

The so called ZETA TALK forum that they are always saying on Facebook  

“everything they (ZETAS) said has come true” 

is utter and absolute bullcrap – here is a collection of their “predictions”  

NONE OF WHICH HAS COME TRUE!!! 

 

POLE SHIFT  FEB 6 2010.  2012 or 2017 

ZETATALK  ALIENSHIFT believes that coming Pole Shift on Feb- 6-2010  

will be the best thing for our planet at this time. 

Alienshift believes the Professor Sitchin theory of every 3657 years  

[give and take] of returning of planet X and Pole Shift is wrong  

and incorrect – the number is every 12500 years. 

The last Pole Shifts were during Atlantis and Noah. 

SEVERAL POSTINGS AND MANY TIMES THIS STATEMENT WAS REVERSED  

TO READ THE AVERAGE mean of 3,600 YEARS 

 

“Many scientists believe The Flood occurred, 11,000 BC. Most Biblical 

scholars place the great flood around 5200 BC, another passing of Nibiru. 

(Hereby contradicting what they said earlier about the cycle of Nibiru) 

 

ZETATALK ALIENSHIFT Believes: 

  Pole Shift will start on Feb 6-2012

Here is why: 

1-Mayan calendar ends at 2012 

QUITE SO – THE DAYS HAVE BEEN CUT SHORT BY 40 MINUTES, 

 SO NEW CALENDARS WILL BE NEEDED 

 

2-Al Bielak Survival of many Shadow GOV projects mentions about 2012  

in his 1990 Vegas Speech. 

DID NOT HAPPEN 

 

3-Nostradamus prediction pole shift that it will be at the time of the  

Anti Christ World Movement and how the Shift will destroy him with a  

Tidal Wave in Italy.                                     IN WHAT QUATRAIN?   

 

ALIENSHIFT believes that we all will shift to fourth Dimension. 

That is why Al Bielak  could not see any one on the earth in 3rd Dimension. 

Nibiru was said to be slightly smaller than Jupiter, which would be a 

massive and visible object as it passed earth.                                                                                                                                        

SAID BY WHOM? 

 

http://www.alienshift.com/id39.html
http://www.alienshift.com/id42.html
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Assuming that 2012 AD will be the Passing of The Comet Planet (which 

Nostradamus wrote of), we now see an Amazing pattern emerge.                                                                                                        

NOSTRADAMUS NEVER  WROTE THIS 
 

It is possible that these gods were actually Extra-Terrestrials. 

Whether Aliens or Demonic Spirits, they had advanced knowledge of our 

universe and 2012 AD is probably the DATE when NIBIRU, the Comet 

Planet again will pass earth. 
 

Saddam would have acquired Nuclear Weapons before the year 2012 AD.  

At a time of global chaos and panic, Saddam could have taken advantage  

of the situation to hit the USA and Israel with nuclear missiles. 

YET THEY NEVER PREDICTED THE CAPTURE AND HANGING OF HUSSEIN IN 2006 
 

“Australia has been affected even before the eating away of the coastline started,  

as the entire western half appears to be under water.”      

THEREFORE PERTH IS NOT SAFE, BUT SEE THEIR CHART LAST PARAGRAPHS 

WHERE IT SAYS BOTH PERTH AND WESTERN AUSTRALIA ARE SAFE  
 

The first pass will occur, by our calculations, early in the year 2003.   

All the cataclysms expected will occur during this pass - tidal waves, earthquakes of  

a magnitude 15 Richter point, and a cloud of volcanic dust that will make  

the atmosphere dense as dusk for decades.                                                                                                        

DID NOT HAPPEN 
 

A second pass will occur some 7 or more years later, approximately 2011.  

DID NOT HAPPEN 
 

“We have stated that Planet X will be visible in the daytime sky, 7 weeks before passage. Given that we have 

stated that passage is shortly after May 15, 2003, as at this time those wanting to survive should be AT their safe 

locations, this is putting the visibility into the last week of March at the earliest. We have stated that the Planet X 

complex, the planet body itself and its immediate cloud of dust and moons, will appear not larger than the Moon 

upon passage. As can be seen from the recent imaging, starting with Dec. 13-14 images and quite obvious in the 

Dec. 27-28 images, the swirls of moons are far outside of the immediate area of the Planet X body. Thus, upon 

passage the object seen as not larger than the moon is the Planet X body and close hugging dust cloud and 

moons, but the swirls trail back, some 5 million miles behind the Planet X body, in individual swirls that dance 

around each other. As this is still coming dead on, during this time, it will appear to be wafting to one side or 

the other, or overlapping as was seen on the Dec. 28th images, with the motion taking the form of a fire dragon 

in the skies, to the ancients. Now, what will this look like early in the 7 week period? Certainly not like the Moon, 

nor a fire dragon.  
 

The following advice on safe locations has been given by the Zetas  

Advice on [alleged] SAFE Locations 
 

Africa, Arabia, Argentina, Australia,  WESTERN AUSTRALIA (That is not what was stated before) 

CITIES 

New York, North Bay, Novosibirsk, Omsk, Ottawa, Paris, PERTH  

Fault Lines:  

New Madrid – SAFE??? 

Islands  

Bermuda, CANARY, Caribbean, Fiji, Hawaii, MEDITERRANEAN, Reunion, Solomon, Vancouver,   

 

 

THIS INFORMATION FROM THE ZETAS  IS QUITE MISLEADING 

 

 

 

http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx064.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx013.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx250.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx028.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx007.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx183.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx257.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx173.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfo24n.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx240.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx262.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx050.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx083.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx164.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfo24i.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfo24z.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx039.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx227.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx137.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx211.htm
http://www.zetatalk.com/info/tinfx095.htm
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“2004 - the same year that a cargo plane bound for Anchorage, Alaska, had a UFO as an escort for 

several hours. Data relating to the episode, in the form of a transcript and air-to-tower recording,  

was freely available for 10 or 20 bucks. 

 

It was on the back of this story that there appeared the weirdest newspaper ad I’d ever seen.  

On page three of the Los Angeles Times was the face of an alien with what looked like light blasting out 

of its mouth. One penetrating eye was visible.  

The caption read “I am not of this world – listen to me!”  

There was a post box address to which one could write for more information. 

 

A package arrived within days. It concerned the ‘Elohim’, aliens said to resemble the subjects of the 

Santilli ‘alien autopsy’ footage*. Curiously, there was no mention of the Raelians, (Ray El) whose 

leader Rael claimed to have actually met these Elohim. Instead, there was Eugenio Siragusa, an obscure 

contactee from the slopes of Mt Etna, with his quips from beyond.  There were bizarre photographs, 

supposedly taken by aliens when Jesus was still alive. And there was an invitation  

to a lecture.                                                                                                                                   Eris Andys 

*‘alien autopsy’ footage*. Of the J-Rods killed in the Roswell crash, described by Nostradamus to be the same 
which was his assistant in the stage gate 
 

When I see this type of parallel information to that which appears in the Hidden Texts, I have to 

accept it as fact 

Here, the article is speaking about the J-Rod/He Rod of Dan Burisch and notice the way Elohim is 

spelt, the same way Nostradamus spells it. Also the omission of “Lord” Ray El is quite telling too… 
 

It goes on to say: 
 

“Upstairs in an industrial park rent-a-building in Silverlake, California, an event occurred which must 

have changed some lives. Not many, admittedly, as the mysterious ad had attracted perhaps 50 people. 

What made the whole thing so very odd was the fact that the one-off ‘indoctrination’ which the lecture 

turned out to be was conducted by a serving US Air Force Colonel named McKenna. He conducted the 

talk in uniform, telling us that the Earth was being visited by some dozen different species of extra- 

terrestrial life – one of which, apparently, regards us as food. 

 

The Elohim, according to thousands who believe in them, [can] look just like us; to pass for high street 

shoppers, all they would need is a hat, a long coat, mittens and glasses to conceal their eyes. 

Later that year I was strolling down just such a high street, a world away from Silverlake, when I 

suddenly felt I should stop. I turned, and there, directly behind me, was one of them – an Elohim.          

It just stood there, with no “excuse me”,  no attempt to get around me. Its skin was a waxy grey, with no 

pores and no hair . It looked damp. The mouth was small, the nose tiny, and the chin pointed.  

I was stunned. For years, I debated with myself whether to tell anyone about the incident.  And then, 

going over the Siragusa materials, I spotted something:  

 

 

“And those who, on your planet, represent us, are scrupulously followed and protected.” 

 

For instance: Nostradamus 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.forteantimes.com/features/articles/165/a_quiet_invasion.html
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SINKHOLES – and also GO TO the pdf forum ASSUMPTION PARISH LIQUATES 

from 

Poll P.E.S. Solex 

Catania, October 25, 1962 

 

Vous payez l'attention, terriens. 

« La planète Terre pourrait faire la même extrémité de la planète Mallona. Si la science humaine va continuer à 

infecter les équilibres Cosmo physiques de la planète, il serait devenu certain de son échec total. La pince des 

cendres radioactives rend toujours plus dangereux de la survie de cette cellule macrocosmique. Déjà, les 

symptômes sont évidents, et non moins graves que celles que la dépendance chez la désintégration processus 

irréversible de la planète Mallona avec la mort instantanée de sept milliards d'êtres de votre espèce. Vous voulez 

de la planète pour faire le même but encore? 

Si vous désirez conserver la vitalité de cette généreuse créature cosmique qui entretient votre forme et votre 

substance, met les choses à la bonne place et vous éviter de troubler et de séparation quand il ne doit pas être 

bouleversé et distincte dans l'ordre et dans le macrocosme équilibres. Vous faites attention, Terriens, parce que 

votre planète est gravement malade, que comme il était malade et ne pas prendre soin de la planète Mallona, 

émietté à partir d'un éclatement total. » 

 

You pay attention, earthlings. 

The planet Earth could do the same end of the Mallona planet. If the human science will continue to infect the 

Cosmo physical equilibriums of the planet, it would become certain its aggregate breakup. The clamp of the 

radioactive cinders renders always more dangerous the survival of this cell macrocosmic. Already the symptoms 

are evident, and not less serious than those that addict the irreversible process disintegrating the Mallona planet 

with the instant death of seven milliards of beings of your kind. You want the planet to do the same end still? 

If you desire to preserve the vitality of this generous cosmic creature that entertains your form and your 

substance, puts the things to the correct place and you avoid fluster and separation when it must not be upset 

and separate in the order and in the equilibriums macrocosmic. You pay attention, earthlings, because your planet 

is seriously sick, as like it was sick and not taken care of the Mallona planet, crumbled from an aggregate burst. 

 

The Future Of Mankind - A Billy Meier Wiki - Malona 

www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Malona 

 

27 Feb 2009 

Digging into more research I see that the planet's name could have been Phaeton/Malona.  

Here is some Greek Mythology regarding Phaeton: ... 

• The Legend of Maldek 

karljahn.tripod.com/Maldek.htm 

 

Heinrich Olbers speculated that the asteroids were the ruins of a fifth planet, .....  

was between the 'Lemurian' descendants from MU who had settle[d] on Malona 

 

Nov 26, 2009 – Malona. From Future Of Mankind.  

Jump to: navigation, search.  

A planet in our star system that is now the asteroid belt that lies between Mars ... 

• Our Lost Planet - Asteroid Belt Explosion - Old Project Avalon ... 

projectavalon.net › ... › Project Camelot › Ufology 


